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“Development of digital module‐based self‐oriented
teaching and learning arrangements for
disadvantaged target groups”
PROJECT
INTRODUCTION
The project 2017-1-DE02-KA202004138 Development of digital
module-based
self-oriented
teaching
and
learning
arrangements for disadvantaged
target groups – ModuSOL. The
project is approved by the National
Erasmus Agency in Germany
under the Erasmus+ 2014-2020
programme of the European Union.
It is under the
key action:
Cooperation for innovation and
exchange of best practices.
Its main goal is the development of
innovation through integration and
the creation of digital learning
contents in different digital formats,
achieving this way the qaulification
in
these
transversal
digital
competences both for trainers and
trainees.

THIRD
TRANSNATIONAL
MEETING

PARTNERS

The partners arrived in Dundee
on 8th and 9th November for the
third Transnational Meeting.
Discussions points including
evaluation and feedback of the
first Transnational Learning
Activity in Santander, and
planning
for
the
second
Learning Activity in Prague.

The Strategic Partnership in
charge of implementing the
ModuSOL project is formed of
five partners from 4 different
countries:
Berufsförderungswerk
(Germany), Project
coordinator;
RegioVision
(Germany);

The partnership also discussed
digital Best Practices along with
dissemination techniques to
further engage the project
externally.

Dundee and Angus
College (Scotland);
INSTITUT
INPRO, a.s.
(Czek Republic) and
DECROLY
(Santander, Spain),
as project partners.

AIM
ModuSOL is cooperation project for innovation and exchange of best
practices.
Its main aim is to develop digital leraning contents based on selfmanaged modules for teaching-learning addressed to disadvataged
target groups
The project scope will be focused on the development of such digital
contents and on the training of trainers in VET studies on the coutries
where the project is being carried out.
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UPCOMING EVENTS

The project will soon welcome 24 teachers and trainers to
the second Transnational Learning Activity in Prague during
December 2018. Following on from the first Activity in
Santander, teachers will discuss and learn digital techniques
and tools for learning.
During the final project year in 2019, each partner will hold a
number of regional workshops to test the methodologies
developed during the Learning Activities. In addition,
planning will commence for regional Dissemination
Conferences along with a final conference to take place in
Berlin, DE in late summer 2019.

GENERAL INFORMATION

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

Among the activities to develop in the two
years of the project, the development of two
training sessions for training professionals in
education on methodologies for the creation
of digital training materials is a key focus.
These training sessions will take place in
Santander and Prague and will take place
with participants from each of the partners
countries.
Another result will be the development of a
complete training programme both for
trainers and trainees on the development
and use of digital training materials.
The project will finish with final seminar in
which ModuSOL results, outputs and training
materials developed will be shown.

During the visit, the partners also enjoyed a walking tour
of Dundee, learning about the history of the city and how
it’s current redevelopment is inspiring incoming
investment and new opportunities.
Partners also enjoyed a tour of Dundee and Angus
College and found out more about the work done with
students in a digital environment,

